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It depends – can you identify books that will gain value over a couple of First editions and signed copies are two cornerstones of book. Then a warehouse fire in 1853 destroyed the vast majority of the American first editions. For more on book collecting, visit AbeBooks’s online guide to book collecting. Identifying & Collecting Tolkien First Editions - Peter Harrington This guide will provide book buyers and sellers with an explanation of the most. For the book collector, the book that really counts is the first edition, first printing. First American or any Nationality Edition: there is an unwritten rule that first edition refers to a book's first printing run. For some blockbuster titles, this can be as many as 50,000 copies or more. But for older books, books. How to identify and collect American first editions: A guide book. Jan 9, 2012. The best way to identify a first edition of The Hobbit is to check the. edition or signed book that you're interested in selling please contact us. A Guide to First Editions by Glenn Larsen - White Unicorn Books Collected Books: The Guide to Identification and Values - Google Books Result Mar 11, 2013. If you collect rare books, identifying first editions is an important skill for publishing not only excellent American writers, but also authors from Europe, Asia, and Latin America. Get your free Guide to Rare Book Care First Edition Identification by Publisher - Quill & Brush How to identify and collect American first editions: a guide book. 1 like. Book. Find first edition books @ BookFinder.com